A D AY & M E D S PA

LASH EXTENSION CLIENT MEDICAL HISTORY
Name: _________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________

City:________________

Cell Number: _______________________

St:______

Zip: ________

Alternate Number: _______________________

Email Address: __________________________________________________________________
How did you hear about us? ____________________________________________________

MEDICAL HISTORY
1. Please list any allergies you have (include cosmetics/ingredients): _____________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Are you allergic to Acrylate/Cyanoacrylate (bonding agent)? YES NO DON'T KNOW
3. Have you ever had a reaction or sensitivity to adhesive tape, Band-Aids, topical
creams, nail adhesives or any other topical products?
YES
NO
4. Do you have any eye disease, condition or injury that has affected your hair or eyelash
growth such as thyroid problems, alopecia, trichotillomania or chemotherapy? YES NO
5. Do you have sensitive or chronic dry eyes?

YES

NO

6. Do you now use or have you ever used a lash growing product such as Latisse or
Revitalash?
YES
NO
7. Please list ALL medications and herbal supplements: __________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
8. Do you have any missing lashes or gaps between lashes?

YES

NO

9. How would you describe your lashes? THIN SHORT WEAK THICK LONG WISPY CURLY SPARSE
10. How would you like your lashes to look? ______________________________________________
11. Have you had eyelash extensions in the past?

YES

NO

12. If so, can you explain why you discontinued wear in the past? _________________________
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CONSENT TO EYELASH EXTENSION APPLICATION
I, ___________________________________________, agree to have a lash stylist with Body + Soul Day and Med Spa
apply eyelash extensions to my natural eyelashes. This form also gives my consent to the removal of eyelash
extensions should this be requested by me or recommended by my lash stylist. I understand that there is no
monetary charge to me for removal of eyelash extensions. I also consent to lash fill touch up appointments.
I understand there are risks associated with having artificial eyelashes applied to or removed from my natural
eyelashes. I further understand that as part of the procedure the following conditions can occur: allergy to
adhesive, eye irritation, eye pain, eye itching, discomfort, and in very rare occasion, eye infections or blindness.
I agree that if I experience any of the above conditions I will notify my lash stylist at Body + Soul Day and Med
Spa IMMEDIATELY. I further understand that the lash extensions will be removed to prevent further irritation and
inflammation.
Should I experience any change in vision I will contact my eye physician or Optometrist immediately.
I have informed my lash stylist of any and all allergies and sensitivities that I am currently aware.
I understand and consent to having my eyes closed and covered during the 60-120 minute procedure. I also
understand that 30-90 minute lash fill touch up appointments are needed to maintain lash extensions due to the
natural shedding process of eyelashes.
I understand that my lash stylist will use proper one lash extension to one eyelash application, but lash extension
applications can, in some cases, cause a temporary decrease in the fullness and/or length of my natural lashes.
I also understand that if thinning is noted by my lash stylist she may recommend that the lash extensions be
temporarily removed. I am aware that if I should decide to discontinue lash extension fill touch up appointments
or have my extensions removed that my eyelashes may appear shorter for up to 12 weeks, the length of a
normal eyelash growth cycle.
I consent to before and after photos that may be used without monetary compensation and without name
recognition for advertising, reference or training purposes.
I understand that there are many variables including my eyelash growth cycle, sensitivity to adhesive, my
lifestyle and use of cosmetics that determine how long my lash extensions will last.
I realize that the adhesive being used for my extensions is not regulated by the FDA, therefore it is not an FDA
approved product.
Finally, I understand that not all risks and/or hazards of the procedure are reviewed in this document nor could
they be. I understand safety precautions will be taken during this procedure but safety cannot be guaranteed.
I release Body + Soul Day and Med Spa and my lash stylist _____________________________________ from all liability
associated with this procedure and I will do my part to maintain the health of my eyes and lash extensions by
following all aftercare instructions. I will contact my lash stylist should I have any questions or concerns.
By signing below, I verify that I have read and understand the above statements and agree to them.
Furthermore, all of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.

Client Signature _____________________________________________

Date ___________________

Lash Stylist Signature _________________________________________

Date ___________________
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LASH EXTENSION AFTER CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Your lash extensions are attached to your own individual lashes and will shed as your natural
eyelashes shed. Maintaining your lash extensions will require regular visits to attach new
extensions to your new eyelashes as they regenerate.
With a few simple care instructions you will be on your way to enjoying your luscious long lashes.
To increase the longevity for your lash extensions, it is advised to avoid steam and touching them
unnecessarily. The less you do to your lash extensions the longer they will last.

Immediately following your lash extension procedure:

You may notice a red appearance to the whites of your eyes. This is due to the fumes of the adhesive and
will usually diminish within 30-120 minutes, but it may take 24 hours. Your lash stylist may recommend using
moisturizing eye drops to help alleviate the redness. The adhesive takes a full 48 hours to cure/dry
completely.

During the initial 24 hours:

Do not get your lash extensions wet and avoid mascara and eyeliner.

During the initial 48 hours:

Avoid steam from facials, saunas, jacuzzis and hot yoga; tanning beds; chemical peels; waxing around the
eye area and laser treatments of any kind. Keep showers cool for the first 48 hours and never face the shower
stream. Following these instructions will increase the life of your lashes, thus decreasing the cost and time
required for maintenance.

General guidelines to extend the life of your lash extensions:

Avoid oil-based products on or around your eyes as oil will break down the lash adhesive. This includes eye
makeup removers, eye creams, eyeliners, and mascara. If you feel like you need to use mascara, talk to your
lash stylist to see about increasing the length and thickness of your lash extensions. If you still feel mascara is
needed, use a lash extension-friendly mascara recommended to you by your lash stylist.

DO NOT:

Use waterproof mascara, gel eyeliner or eyelash curlers; sleep on your face; rub, pick, or pull your lash
extensions or eyelashes.

DO:

Wash your lashes with baby shampoo several times per week to remove any naturally occurring oils
produced by the eyelids; fluff and tame your lash extensions with the mascara wand provided to you and
only use lash extension-friendly eye makeup remover, mascara, eyeliner, and eye creams.
If you experience any pain, swelling, irritation or significant itching please contact your lash stylist
immediately.

Your Lash Stylist's Name: _____________________________________________________________
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